human epidemiology the experimental method is limited in its application and passive observation remains the chief means of investigation, although such procedures as mass blood-testing, throat-swabbing, and mass-immunization, can be treated as harmless experiments on human herds. The cautious use of analogy with the results of experimenting with non-human herds has also added to our knowledge of human epidemics as is illustrated by the continuous statistical studies of mice berd-infections by Topley, Greenwood and others. There is a tendency in some quarters to be impatient of any method other than the experimental. But listen to Theobald Smith's (1934) warning against too implicit a faith in the value of experiments. Although himself one of the most brilliant and successful exponents of the experimental method, Theobald Smith says:
The experimental method must not let too many machines get between it and the whole and must find some way of pushing the fragment surgically removed for experimental purposes back into the whole. The comparative method is frequently in the position to restrain the generalizations deduced from experimental procedures and to keep) the experimenter from steering away from the goal, which is the understanding of totality, Incidentally it is this endeavour to grasp totality, rather than to discover something immediately useful, which distinguishes the academic from the practical student of science.
NATURAL SELECTION AND VARIATION
The fundamental hypothesis of biology is that the species, varieties, and races of living organisms which we see around us arose from more or less remote common ancestors by means of the natural selection of those hereditary fortuitous variations in a species which were most fitted to survive when the pressure of the environment was great enough to cause a struggle for existence between the individuals of the same species and the members of other species in the environment. Some philosophical biologists do not think that this hypothesis adequately describes all the phenomena of evolution, but to my mind the theory of natural selection has been placed in an impregnable position by Fisher and Haldane's mathematical analyses of variance and particulate inheritance (Mendelism) . After examining other hypotheses, Fisher (1930) states:
The sole surviving theory is that of natural selection and it would appear impossible to avoid the conclusion that if any evolutionary phenomenon appears to be inexplicable on this theory it must be accepted at present as one of the facts which in the present state of knowledge seems inexplicable. If Fisher's conclusion is accepted, it is an obvious corollary that any hypothesis pretending to describe biological phenomena, such as the origin and behaviour of epidemics, must be in accord with the principle of natural selection or be discarded as false.
The material on which natural selection works is hereditary fortuitous variations, which, with a few exceptions which need not concern us, are caused by sudden changes in one of the hereditary units or -genes-i.e. by gene-mutation. I have no intention of wasting time in discussing the Mendelian mechanism of inheritance, or the species problem. Suffice it to say here that the hereditar-y characters which distinguish species, varieties, races, stocks, and individuals are predetermined in the nucleus of the fertilized ovum by the type and arrangement of paired sets of genes. While the presence of a hereditary character may depend on the presence or absence of a special gene or genes, yet that character when present may be altered or modified 2 2 3 Section of Epidemiology and State Medicine 3 by many of the other genes present in the same nucleus. In fact, each somatic character of an individual depends to some extent on the entire genetic pattern in the nucleus-i.e. on the whole genotype.
The hereditary resistance or natural immunity to disease appears to be so variable among members and races of the same species, that the degree of natural resistance or genetic immunity must depend on many different genes. The genetic variations in the average resistance to disease, which may be exhibited by two or more groups of animals, have to be distinguished from those variations in immunity whi¢h have been impressed on the groups by differences in their environments or past bacterial experience. This latter type of immunity is, acquired and, without bothering about Neo-Lamarckians and other heretics, for our purposes Weismann's dogma will be accepted, namely that acquired characters, including acquired specific immunity, are never inherited in multicellular sexual animals. Here it is necessary to emphasize a point which is often a cause of misunderstanding. While acquired immunity is not directly inherited, the potentiality of acquiring immunity in the correct environment is inherited in varying degrees; that is to say, immunizability is a variable genetic character. In this respect the variation in response to the injection of diphtheria prophylactics is most striking, for one subject will respond within a week to a minimal dose of prophylactic with the production of a high concentration of antitoxin in his blood, while other refractory subjects may require courses of inoculations extending over two years before they develop an appreciable quantity of circulatory antitoxin. Original genetic immunizability itself can be augmented by previous bacterial or antigenic experience; because subjects, who are known to have produced specific antibodies in their blood some time in the past, but have since lost them, on making a fresh contact with the corresponding bacteria or antigen will reproduce antibody in greater quantity and more speedily than on the former occasion. Therefore the ease with which a subject acquires immunity on exposure to a specific antigen or disease is the product of his genetic and acquired immunizability, i.e. of his heritage and environment. The duration or permanence of specific acquired immunity is also a character of fundamental importance in practical immunology and academic epidemiology. Jensen's [vide Dudley, May, and O'Flynn, (1934) ] work shows that the duration of Schick immunity is a variable genetic character which can be augmented by specific stimulation. Thus " durability" of immunity is a character which, like immunizability, can be partly natural and partly acquired.
The wide variance which is observed in individual susceptibility and resistance to infection demands caution in attributing differences in the herd-immunity, or the average susceptibility of two or more groups, to hereditary or racial variation.
The ancient observation that adults are more immune than children to many common infectious diseases, apart from their having acquired immunity by actual attack, was considered, and still is by many, to be a physiological or developmental phenomenon. Of recent years, however, it is generally accepted that much of this adult herd-immunity may have been acquired by carrier, sub-clinical, or unrecognized infection during childhood. This is the latent immunization hypothesis which maintains that the so-called natural specific antibodies which are found in the blood sera of human and other animals are the result of unrecognized infection or contact with the homologous specific bacteria or antigens. This theory is vehemently contested by some authorities who consider such natural antibodiesthe most studied of which is of course diphtheria antitoxin-appear in the circulation as a normal process of growth-a ripening of the serum. This is the Reiflungstheorie of the Germans, which maintains that diphtheria antitoxin and other natural antibodies are purely hereditary developmental characters, indepen-Proceedings of the Royal Society of Medicine dent of environmental stimuli. I am a prejudiced witness in this controversy, but to my mind, with a few exceptions such as natural sheep heemolysins, the appearance of specific antibodies at various ages is much more likely to be due to latent immunization. The evidence in the case of diphtheria antitoxin is overwhelmingly in favour of the latent immunization theory. Also, the conception that every individual should load its serum with a host of antibodies which it may never require is less in harmony with the biological principles we have been discussing than a beautiful adaptive function like the antigen-antibody reaction, which ensures the animal protection against any poisonous bacterial or other protein it may meet in its passage through life. But the very fact that there is this dispute on whether natural Schick immunity is inherited or acquired, shows how impossible it is to be certain if such characters are wholly hereditary, wholly acquired, or are a mixture of inheritance and environment.
Yet again the comparison of herd-immunities is liable to be complicated by the presence of passive immunity due to acquired material antibodies passing to the faetus or suckling via the placenta or milk. This is an adaptation to the environment which ensures that the infant will have some protection against the parasites which it is likely to meet in its mother's environment before it can acquire an active immunity of its own.
It is generally believed that the black races of the world have a greater herdimmunity to diphtheria than white races. Turbott (1931) has produced suggestive evidence that Maoris, on the average, have a higher genetic diphtheria immunizability than Europeans. The colour prejudice is less marked in New Zealand than anywhere else in the world, and so Turbott was able to compare the Schick test frequencies of pure white children with quarter, half, three-quarter, and pureblooded Maori children who attended the same schools. The Schick herd-immunity was found to be directly associated with the amount of Maoni blood in the groups, being highest in the pure black and lowest in the pure white children. The mixed breeds showed intermediate degrees of herd-immunity. In the absence of further data the hardened environmentalist could argue that the whiter the blood the more protected the life of the child, and that the observed grading of Schick immunity was therefore only another result of variation in the intensity of latent immunization But Turbott luckily had tested the same samples of children against hydatid antigen and tuberculin. The reaction to these antigens showed no significant association with the concentration of Maori blood. The obvious inference from Turbott's series of skin test investigations is that there was no significant difference in the risk of infection by tubercle bacilli or echinococcus among the groups of varying race, which in turn makes it improbable that there could have been much difference in the risk of exposure to diphtheria bacilli in groups of children attending the same schools. Hence, the observed differences in Schick herd-immunity were in this instance more probably due to racial genetic differences in immunizability than to variable environmental stimuli. On the other hand, Black (1934) made a careful analysis of the comparative statistics of the diphtheria mortality, the Schick immunity, and the diphtheria antitoxin titre in the blood, of negroes and Europeans living in the United States. The total mortality of the whites was a little higher than that of the blacks, but the mortality among the blacks was greater than that among the whites in the first year of life, and again in late adult life. The Schick teat frequencies by age-groups were practically the same in both races. The negroes were on the average a little easier to immunize, and there was some tendency for negroes to develop a higher antitoxin content in their blood. Considering the very rapid increase of Schick immunity with age, and the absence of reports of clinical diphtheria among natives in Africa, the inability of Black to demonstrate any striking differences in the susceptibility of American negroes and European Americans to diphtheria is surprising.
The epidemiologist is in the same boat with the eugenist and social worker who are for ever harassed by the question: "Which is the more important factor in determining physique and character-Nature or Nurture?" In highly specialized animals, closely adapted to a limited environment, Nature is probably the more important influence in determining the adult characteristics of their organs and of their functions. But Homo sapienis is a most plastic organism of primitive morphology and quite apart from his unique intellectual characters, his specific protoplasm is highly. educable. Plastic animals are adaptable to a wide range of environments; hence their final character and form are largely dependent on what special environments and influences they have been subjected to during their development from ovum to maturity, and in plastic animals therefore Nurture is as important as Nature. The highly specialized animal is like a rigid steel key which only fits one lock, while the plastic organism is like a lump of putty which slowly takes the impress of any surface on which it chances to rest.
PARASITE VARIATION
So far the discussion has been mainly concerned with variability of host resistance. It is now time to say a few words about parasite variation. When I was a medical student there was the streptococcus, the diphtheria bacillus, the tubercle bacillus and a dozen or-more organisms which were regarded as if they were invariable and immutable species. Alas! that happy day has passed and-the picture has completely changed. Each named species of bacterium consists of a complex group of varieties, types, strains, and stocks of more or less permanency. The streptococcus has been divided by the enthusiastic splitter of species into about 150 named varieties, while articles appear almost daily in the bacteriological press in which the authors casually refer to such mysterious parasites as Type XVII streptococcus or the Cardiff salmonella. Although some of these variants seem stable, others are probably very transitory. Types I, II, and III pneumococci appear remarkably constant, while on the other hand it is impossible to-day to refer all strains of meningococci to one of the four antigenic groups into which they fell so easily during the War. There can be no doubt that at some time, recent or remote, these groups, types, and strains had a common ancestor. Bruce White's (1925 and 1926) painstaking antigenic analysis of the enteric and salmonella bacteria, in which he shows that the same antigen may be present in several 'sharply differentiated strains of these organisms, is significant of their evolutionary history, while Griffiths (1928) and Reimann (1929) have independently succeeded in transforming a Type I into a Type II pneumococcus. Fildes-(1934) has underlined the fact that certain bacteria will develop new characters in a new environment. For instance, the presence of a foreign substrate in the culture media may call forth the corresponding enzyme in the protoplasm of the bacterial cell. This is obviously an adaptive phenomenon which may enable the bacteria to live in an otherwise uninhabitable environment. Fildes emphasizes the close analogy between this substrate-enzyme reaction of bacteria and the antigenantibody reactions in higher animals. It is not improbable that the autotrophic bacteria, organisms which can synthesize their protoplasm from inorganic substances, were the first life to appear in the world-a speculation which receives support from palaeontology, because Walcot found what were probably fossil bacteria in pre-Cambrian rocks, which are the oldest of the sedimentary strata. It is conceivable that the antigen-antibody reactions evolved from the substrate-enzyme reactions, and that these adaptations, perhaps the most mysterious and primitive of all vital phenomena, conceal the key to the origin of life.
A very important variation of certain organisms is the faculty of developing resistance to therapeutic drugs. T. brucei, for example, can be trained in rats and. guinea-pigs to withstand doses of tryparsamide and other drugs. which are fatal to the ordinary uneducated strains of the trypanosome. This impressed character of "drug-fastness " seems to be permanent; at any rate it is inherited unabated over many animal-transfers without the trypanosome having to have further contact with the drug. It used to be thought that the drug-resistance was lost if the trypanosome was again passed through the insect vector, Glossina morsitans, but Warrington Yorke and his co-workers (1933) have demonstrated conclusively that the trypanosome retains its "drug-fastness " after undergoing its cyclical development in the tsetse fly. These observations are of supreme epidemiological significance, because it would appear possible to produce, by the mass treatment of a human herd, reservoirs of drug-resistant parasites from which the previously curable disease could be re-spread, but now in an incurable form. This work has still greater academic interest, because it provides an incontestable example of the permanent inheritance of an acquired adaptation to the ernvironment. Weismann's dogma, therefore, that acquired characters are not inherited, is not strictly true in the case of unicellular organisms which only reproduce themselves by simple fission. In these primitive cells it is impossible to distinguish variations which -are hereditary adaptive characters from fortuitous gene-mutations which by chance happen to be useful.
Unatil recently most biologists followed Weismann and believed that the germ plasm was absolutely immune from the action of any external influences. Nevertheless, in the parasitic bacteria the germ plasm and cytoplasm are mixed indiscriminately in a single cell in which there is rarely evidence of any nucleus. These cells, relative to higher sexual organisms, present an enormous surface to the external environment, and thus the undifferentiated hereditary chromatin must be proportionately more exposed to external influences than the germ tract of higher animals, which is buried deeply in the soma and kept continually bathed in body fluids of almost constant composition. Indeed Weismann (1893) himself recognized this fundamental difference between the asexual protista and the sexual metazoa because he says:
In these lowest forms (of life), whether they exist or not at the present day, the perfect constancy of the body may occasionally have beeln disturbed by external influences of different kinds, and these modifications must have been preserved as they existed in the two parts resulting from binary fission.
Although complicated life-histories with sexual stages of reproduction have been postulated by some bacteriologists, the orthodox belief is that bacteria reproduce only by simple fission. An interesting confirmation of the orthodox view has been recently made by Wyckoff (1934) who took cinematograph pictures of several types of bacteria, including Azotobacterium and B. megatheriurm, the pleomorphic organisms, for which, in particular, complicated life histories have been postulated. The cinematograph revealed that' involution forms, and other appearances suggesting sexual conjugation were almost certainlv dead or degenerated bacterial cells.
Nevertheless, according to Haldane (1932) , there is probably no fundamental difference between bacteria and higher sexual organisms in the origin of new varieties, which are probably all produced by the natural selection of fortuitous gene-mutations. Among the millions of rapidly dividing cells of a bacterial species all 3orts of mutations occur over and over again, and although the majority of mutations have no survival value, yet now and then a fortuitous variation coincides with a psychological moment when the conditions give the mutant an advantage in the struggle for existence greater than that of the parent strain. Hence what may appear to be a purposive adaptive variation or an acquired character which is inherited, as in Fildes' organisms which acquired new fermentation activities, or the arsenic-resistant trypanosome, in reality may only be selected chance variations. Muller's work with X-rays, now confirmed by many other workers, has demonstrated that the germ plasm of higher animals is by no means as insensitive to external stimuli as had been hitherto believed. All kinds of mutations have been produced by X-rays, and, since such variations are entirely fortuitous, it was to be expected that the vast majority of X-ray mutants would be nonviable malformations. Hence the fact that here and there, by chance, an apparently useful mutation with a greater expectation of life than the parent strain did appear as the result of exposure to X-rays, and that in some cases a further exposure to the rays led to a reverse mutation, is strong evidence that X-ray mutations are the same as natural mutations and are not, as sceptics state, merely pathological " monsters" due to injury of the germ plasm (vide Haldane (1935) ).
It must be understood that the frequency of gene-mutations is a specific character -that each species has its own mutation rate. The effect of X-rays is to accelerate the normal specific mutation rate. In Drosophila, the fruit fly, for example, X-rays speed up the rate 150 times. The same gene-mutation can occur over and over again. Penrose and Haldane (1935) have calculated that if the mutation which is responsible for human haemophilia did not frequently recur, some 75 per cent. of all hmmophilic genes would be eliminated by natural selection in each generation. Yet there is no apparent diminution in the prevalence of hbmophilia; it is therefore estimated that the mutation of the gene in the X-chromosome which determines hemophilia in the male is present once in every 50,000 to 100,000 births. Taking a generation as unit of time, this human mutation rate is higher than that of the mutation called " white locus " in the fruit fly, which happens only once in 300,000 births, from which it would seem that Homo sapiens is a more mutable species than Drosophila melanogaster.
I have spent some time in discussing mutation, for if we can persuade ourselves that mutations of all kinds must be frequent in pathogenic bacteria, we need not be so ultra-cautious in refusing to believe that many of the phenomena of disease and epidemics are caused by changes in the character of the infecting organisms. For purposes of illustration I will take that group of organisms of which I have had most practical experience-the diphtheria bacilli. There are two main variants of C. diphtherime, the toxigenic or virulent bacillus, and the avirulent bacillus. There is no reasonable doubt that the latter is often a mutant of the former. A most convincing piece of circumstantial evidence that virulent bacilli often change into avirulent under natural conditions is reported by Allison (1932) , who recovered toxigenic diphtheria bacilli from the suppurating ears of nine convalescent diphtheria patients. In eight out of these nine children the virulent variety was replaced by the avirulent variety of C. diphtherie, and in four instances Allison found an intermediate period when both varieties were present at the same time. It is a well-known observation that about two-thirds of all diphtheria convalescents fail to develop an appreciable quantity of diphtheria antitoxin in their blood. Such subjects, as they have recovered from an attack of diphtheria, in spite of being poor producers of antitoxin, must have an efficient antibacterial immunity of some kind to supplement their low antitoxic immunity. Therefore the mutation or replacement of virulent by avirulent bacilli, which was noted in Allison's cases, probably took place in subjects who had positive Schick reactions. Thus we can imagine the toxigenic bacilli throwing off avirulent mutants at frequent intervals; then, as the antibacterial resistance of the convalescent diphtheria case increases, these harmless mutants, for some unknown r-eason-perhaps because they call forth less antagonism from the host than their virulent parents-will be tolerated, and will survive after the virulent organisms have been eliminated. In other words, in the throat or ear of a convalescent diphtheria patient avirulent bacilli are more closely adapted to their hosts than are virulent bacilli, and in the struggle for existence the avirulent mutants are naturally selected for survival.
In order to extend this hypothesis to explain certain anomalous observations on the carrier rates for virulent and avirulent diphtheria bacilli in Greenwich Hospital School, it is assumed that, as in the convalescent diphtheria patient, certain Schick susceptibles wben attacked by virulent diphtheria bacilli, instead of getting diphtheria or acquiring antitoxic immunity, replace the. virulent bacillus by its avirulent mutant. This assumption allows us to understand why, before the artificial immunization of the school and with the risk of infection the same for everybody, (a) carriers of avirulent diphtheria bacilli were found twice as frequently among the boys who had positive Schick reactions as among the Schick immunes, also (b) why virulent carrier infection was confined to Schick immunes and (c) why during a set period the incidence of virulent carrier infection was greater among the Schick immunes than was the combined incidence of latent-immunizations and clinical diphtheria among those boys who had positive Schick reactions at the commencement of the set period.
After the whole school had been artificially supplied with a defence against diphtheria toxin, but had not necessarily received an increment of bacterial resistance against the organism which makes diphtheria toxin, the virulent carrier rates were at times higher than ever. It can be supposed that, the number of Schick susceptibles being now negligible, the avirulent mutant, having no greater survival value in the throat of the Schick immune than the virulent diphtheria bacillus, was gradually replaced by the latter. As regards this possibility, it is noteworthy that virulence and infectiousness are often associated. The power of bridging the gap between host and host is vital for the survival of any parasite, and it is possible, under certain circumstancs, that virulent organisms, by damaging the local tissues on their arrival in a fresh host, are able to establish themselves more frequently than their less offensive cousins.
This romance of the struggle for existence between the toxigenic and atoxic diphtheria bacilli is in accordance with the natural selection hypothesis; it therefore may be a true story, but, admittedly, it is just as likely to be fiction. Lately in America some combined Schick and carrier surveys showed no difference in the carrier rates for both avirulent and virulent bacilli among the Schick-immune and Schick-susceptible children in the community-which is to say that, contrary to the usually accepted generalization that virulent carriers never have positive Schick reactions, in this American series of observations there was no association between Schick immunity and virulent carrier infection. But the more one studies the subject the more one finds that what is true of human host-parasite relationships in one place at one time is false at another place or the same place at another time. For example in 1915-16, during the prevalence of epidemic meningitis, the carrier rate for agglutinable meningococci was 8-9% in Chatham. In the same place, during a year when no case of meningitis was reported, the carrier rate for agglutinable meningococci was 50%. While at the same time as this colossal rate was found at Chathaim, the meningococcus carrier rate was only 5% at Portsmouth, although half a -dozen cases of meningitis had occurred among the naval personnel of this port, wh-o, as far as could be seen, lived under conditions practically identical with those prevailing at Chatham. There is no doubt that the Chatham herd of meningococci were more closely adapted to their hosts than the Portsmouth meningococcal herd, which was only able to colonize continuously one-tenth the number of hosts which were continuously occupied by meningococci at Chatham. In addition, no Chatham ratings were damaged by their meningococci during the period of investigation, as was the case in Portsmouth (vide Dudley and Brennan (1935) ).
Returning to the diphtheria bacillus, replacements of one variety of bacillus by another has not been confined to the virulent and avirulent variation. Several other changes in the composition of the diphtheria bacillary population were noted at Greenwich. The most interesting was the complete replacement of the virulent " mitis" variant by the more virulent Leed's " gravis " diphtheria bacillus within three months, and the resumption of "mitis" predominance within another three months. Another curious replacement is described by Robinson and Marshall (1935) in Manchester, where, for no apparent reason, the frequency of infections with the " intermediate " and the " gravis " variants of C. diphtheria gradually and regularly became reversed during a period of two years. At the beginning of the period of observation, 'gravis " caused about 20% of all diphtheria cases against about 58% caused by "intermediate "; at the end of the period the corresponding figures were " gravis " 55% and " intermediate " 20%. Meanwhile, the proportion of diphtheria cases caused by " mitis" remained fairly constant at about 25%. Although we understand nothing about the causation of these mysterious changes in the bacterial flora of Homo sapiens, I find it easier to suppose that such alterations in the bacterial herd are sometimes due to the natural selection of frequent fortuitous gene-mutations at moments when the conditions are propitious for their survival and dissemination than to suppose the multitude of intra-specific variants of a species remain always true to type, and lurk unobserved in out of way places, from which they invade other localities at irregular or periodic intervals.
HOST-SPECIFICITY OF PARASITES
In spite of the great variation within a so-called species of the pathogenic bacteria, they, and parasites in general, exhibit a remarkable specialization in one respect, namely, that usually each species of parasite is only adapted under natural conditions to live in one species of host. Each species of animal, therefore, has its own parasitic flora and fauna peculiar to itself and in general, therefore, the diseases of one animal are harmless to others. Of course there are many exceptions; in human disease we need only instance plague, bovine tuberculosis, and undulant fever, whose causative bacteria are primarily parasites of the rat, the cow, and the goat respectively. Again it is noteworthy that parasites are only adaptable to living organisms, after death they are unable to compete with the saprophytic putrefactive organisms which, in turn, are helpless when faced by the immunity mechanisms of the living animal. Therefore the popular fear of infection from animals, corpses, and graveyards has little foundation in fact.
Host-specificity in parasites is rather to be expected on a priori biological grounds, because the balance between host and parasite must be very exact if both species are to survive. Should a parasite get into a strange host one would imagine that it would be destroyed at once, or cause so much disturbance as to kill the patient speedily. In either case that line of parasite will become extinct. Occasionally however the aberrant parasite achieves partial adaptation to the new host and may then become the established biological agent of a new disease in the said host species. Theobald Smith (1934) says: "Aberrancy is the adventurous element in the life of the parasite which leads either to death or new conquests." This is doubtless true in many cases, but when he goes on to suggest that "most epidemics and pandemics are probably due to strayed parasites," I fear that few medical men could support him with regard to the great majority of human epizootics.
The virus of rabies is an interesting exception to the strict host-specificity so characteristic of the filtrable viruses as a class. The rabies virus is also perhaps an example of Theobald Smith's "law of aberrancy," because, although causing 100% case mortality in man and his domestic animals, yet the virus of rabies appears to be able to live. temporarily in any mammal, and to be conveyed by any animal that bites. A curious instance is the epidemic of rabies among men and cattle in Trinidad, which Hurst and Pawan (1932) show to have been almost certainly spread by rabid vampires. These bats were probably infected originally from an unknown source on the South American mainland. A virus which causes a 100% case mortality ought soon to exterminate itself unless there exists a reservoir for the virus among some wild animal, in which it causes a mild illness or is tolerated as a harmless commensal. It is most unlikely that the virus of rabies can be maintained by chronic carrier infections in domestic. dogs, or else the disease could not be so surely controlled by strict quarantine. Therefore hydrophobia may well be the disturbance caused by one of Theobald Smith's adventurous parasites seeking fresh worlds to conquer.
THE STRUGGLE OF EXISTENCE Naturalists of the last generation were prone to harp on the perfect adaptation of the organism to its surroundings. Perfect adaptation is difficult to define and is unintelligible to pathologists, who spend their life studying diseases and other misfits which are obvious maladaptations. Perfect adaptation, if taken literally, would seem to imply a changeless environment occupied by a constant number of immortal changeless organisms. Such a static ideal is perhaps a relic of the time when the morphology of immutable species was the dominant interest in biology. To-day structure is realized to be but the servant of function, and as Bayliss (1924) says in his classic "Principles of Physiology ": "Vital phenomena being essentially dynamic, physiology consists in the investigation of changes." Organisms are for ever moving, growing, reproducing, and dying; the physical environment is for ever changing. All living things, therefore, must possess bebaviour-mechanisms by which they can adjust themselves to changes in their relationships to each other and to their inorganic surroundings. Such adaptations take time-often a long time, as when a man is adjusting his behaviour to typhoid bacilli during an attack of typhoid fever-or, a short time, as when I accommodate my vision to read this page. During the process of adjustment to a new situation the adaptation to the environment cannot be perfect.
The appearance of close adaptation in wild, untouched nature, is due to all the species in the same area being in relative equilibrium with each other, that is to say, the average number of each species remains more or less constant. For example, the same number of owls eat the same number of mice, which produce the necessary excess of offspring to keep their numbers constant in spite of the owls. Should, however, some misguided farmer shoot most of the owls, the equilibrium is upset and the mice may multiply so rapidly that the resulting overcrowding, or some other factor, allows a bacterial parasite to start an epidemic which reduces the mice to their original numbers. Should the owls meanwhile have regained their numbers in consequence of the temporary plethora of mice having given them a superabundant supply of food, the equilibrium is once more restored.
In untouched virgin nature the equilibrium is relatively stable, and gross disease and epidemics are not the predominant phenomena that they are among Man and his domestic animals and plants. This apparent absence of ill-health in Nature led Ray Lankester (1907) to write: " It is a remarkable thing-which possibly may be less true than our present knowledge seems to suggest-that the adjustment of organisms to their surroundings is so severely complete in Nature apart from Man, that diseases are unknown as constant and normal phenomena under those conditions. It is no doubt difficult to investigate this matter since the presence of Man as an observer itself implies human intervention." Nevertheless, in the thirty years which have passed since Lankester wrote these words, much evidence has accumulated to show that disease and epidemics do sometimes occur in wild nature apart from man's intervention. Moreover, especially in the insect and plant world, harmful and lethal parasitism is everywhere common. But, in untouched nature, parasitic infections are usually kept in bounds at a steady endemic level by the mutual pressure of all the organisms in the same environment. An environment in equilibrium is supporting the maximum number-possible of each species under the prevailing conditions, because the natural fecundity of every organism is such that its numbers will always increase, if any natural check to the potential geometrical rate of multiplication of the species is removed, as we saw in the example just given of the mice and the owls. And, vice versa, if fresh checks appear, or the conditions of life become more severe, the population of the affected species will decline to a fresh position of equilibrium or to complete extermination.
Although it appears rare for parasitism to be the chief factor in limiting the numbers of a balanced human herd yet, under certain conditions, as for example in places where malaria or ankylostomiasis is hyperendemic, disease may be the main check on the size of the population. For instance, according to Thomson (1935) , chiefly as the result of the ravages of malaria, nine out of every ten children born in Nyasaland die before they are six years old, yet the fecundity and fertility of the native apDears sufficient to balance this amazing wastage of life. It would be expected that in such a district, should some change increase still further the pressure of the malaria parasite on the human herd, the potential fecundity of Homo sapiens would be at last overpowered by the environmental resistance, and in fact, certain parts of the world, such as Northern Ceylon, are assumed to have been depopulated by the malaria parasite.
Hypothetically, in the absence of any competition, provided with an unlimited food supply and unlimited space for expansion, each species would continue to increase geometrically at the maximum rate consistent with its specific fecundity. Under natural conditions this maximum rate is never realized, but at certain times it may be approached closely, as for example, when the first pair or two of rabbits got loose in Australia, and, under experimental conditions, for a short time after a test-tube of culture medium is inoculated with protozoa or bacteria. As the numbers of individuals in the species increase, the competition amongst themselves, and with the members of any other species with whom they may interfere, becomes more and more keen. That is to say, the environmental resistance to further increase in population density grows as the number3 of the species increase. Thus the environment opposes more and more resistance to the natural fecundity of the species and, finally, these two forces are equated so that further multiplication ceases. The birth-rate and death-rate now balance, and the environment may be said to be saturated with the species in question and to be supporting the maximum numbers possible under the prevailing conditions. I would like to refer here to a fascinating book by Gause (1934) in which he discusses very simply the mathematical aspects of the struggle for existence, and relates how he was able to show experimentally, that the graphs of certain equations, theoretically deduced by Pearl and Reed and others, form a good first approximation to the curve which is obtained when the numbers of yeast cells or protozoa growing in a standard culture medium are plotted against the time.
As an index of the environmental resistance which is exerted on a growing population, Gause employs the useful concept of "vacant places" or "unrealized opportunity for growth " in the environment. The number of " vsacant places " in the environment is the difference between the number (or rather mass) of the species actually present at the time, and the maximum number which the environment will support when it and the species are in equilibrium. Thus the smaller the number of " vacant places," the greater will be the resistance of the environment to further multiplication of the organisms in question.' When, by accident or design, animals, plants, or microbes are transferred from their normal habitats into foreign or strange environments, they, more often than not, fail to establish themselves, because they are unable to compete successfully with the native fauna and flora; there are no unoccupied niches or " vacant places " to which the would-be invaders are adapted.
On occasion, however, some virile plastic immigrant finds the competition it meets in the foreign country less severe than that to which it was accustomed in the land of its origin, and hence may multiply to the extent of becoming a virulent pest, especially while its numbers are relatively low compared to the " vacant places awaiting occupation, i.e. when the environmental resistance which the immigrant has to struggle against is almost negligible. Such new colonizations cause a general upset of the equilibrium of the invaded territory and are analogous to epidemics of disease. The damage done by the recent introduction of the Canadian musquash into Central Europe and parts of the British Isles, and the successful invasion by the Chinese Mitten crab of German rivers, are serious diseases of the European water-ways. In such cases a fresh position of equilibrium is ultimately attained, or the invader may commit race suicide by destroying its source of food supply. For example, Elodia, a Canadian water-weed, when first introduced into England caused much annoyance by choking up ponds and canals, but subsequently the invader settled down to a position of equilibrium as an innocuous member of the English flora, presumably because the water-weed had used up some excess of food supply, or because the native plants and animals had learned to compete with it sticcessfully.
The agricultural entomologist can supply many examples of the second alternative, to wit, race-suicide. In our overcrowded fields and orchards the population density is often much greater than that found among similar types of wild plants, and in cultivated plants disease is as rife as in overcrowdedl slums, schools, and barracks. Plant diseases or agricultural pests have generally invaded the domestic plants from the neighbouring wild ones or have been introduced from abroad. The immigrant pests may sometimes be successfully controlled by the introduction of another insect or parasite which preys on the pest. In their native land this control organism and its prey, the pest, are in equilibrium. But in the new environment, more often than not, equilibrium is unattainable and the " biological control," having done its duty and destroyed the pest, perishes itself for lack of further prey to live on.
The behaviour of the water-weed Elodia is similar to that of a disease introduced into a new country, where at first it causes devastating epidemics and afterwards settles down to a more or less stable endemic level causing relatively little interference with the host-species as a whole. On the other hand the behaviour of the " biological control" which is unable to attain equilibrium with its prey is parallel to that of the virus of a disease, such as yellow fever, which attacks a town; when it has immunized or killed 'all its available hosts, the virus dies also. The disease then disappears until a fresh race of susceptibles has grown up and a fresh strain of virus is introduced.
Man's continual interference with his own environment is perhaps the chief reason of his special predilection to epidemics of parasitic disease, but there are 1 The most simple representation of the relation between rate of growtb, population and environmental resistance is the equation dN K-N dt= bN K where dN is the rate of increase at the instant t, b is a constant depending on the unchecked fecundity of the species, N, the number of the species, present at time t, and K, the maximum number that the environment can support. K-N therefore equals the nnmber of " vacant places." other factors which may assist in making gross disease such a prerogative of Homo sapiens. Man's only serious competitors in the struggle for existence, other than man himself, are his parasites, whose destiny is of course bound up in his. When hosts are few and far between and not increasing in numbers, a parasite, which causes so much damage to the said hosts as to limit their capacity of reproducing new hosts, has little chance of survival, and such virulent parasites will in general be eliminated by natural selection. But, if the density of the host species is great and increasing, " the vacant places " for its parasites are also increasing and, in addition, the all-important problem in parasitic life, namely the bridging of the gap between host and host, becomes much easier of solution. In dense, growing populations pathogenicity and virulence are not the handicaps they are at other times. Hence, when a species is growing and overcrowding its environment, the characters of virulence and pathogenicity are not too severely dealt with by natural selection.
Besides the examples already given of the mice and the owls, Elton (1927) has enumerated many instances which show that when for any reason, a species escapes from its normal biological checks, and multiplies excessively, the consequent overcrowding is often ended by a letbal epidemic of parasitic disease. Speaking anthropomorphically, the parasitic-herd finds itself enjoying such a soft life in the overcrowded host-herd that the parasites become careless about keeping on good terms with their hosts, and begin to inflict so much damage on the latter that ultimately they cause as much loss of life to themselves as to their patrons. If this is true, it is a peculiar paradox that man in his war against epidemic disease may in some cases be protecting his parasites from the evil effects of their own behaviour. What is often a blessing to the individual or the existent community is sometimes a curse to the herd or to posterity. To summarize, the density of Homo sapiens in his environment is in general greater, weight for weight, than that of any other mammal, and man alters his population density and environment so often and so rapidly that his parasites have little time to adjust themselves to one human habitat before they find themselves in another. Yet, in spite of his specific density of population, in most parts of the world there are still many "vacant places" left for man and his parasites, together with those of the favoured species he protects and cultivates. Moreover, man is ever devising new methods which tend to increase the number of " vacant places." Homo sapiens is thus working against a much lower environmental resistance than are wild species in equilibrium with their environment. The majority of men have not to be so very fit in order to escape elimination by natural selection; but wild animals, when the environment i3 saturated with their species, have to work most of their life at full pressure in order to survive-there are rarely " vacant places " to spare for sick animals other than man. Therefore man is able to carry a heavier load of disease than the other animals and still continue to multiply and, for the present, to maintain his proud position as the growing-point of organic evolution; and therefore we may regard epidemics as grimaces on the face of Nature, which she makes in trying to regain her composure after it has been so rudely upset by the perverse and incorrigible behaviour of her restless last-born infant, flomo sapiens.
